Exquisite Corpse – Super Hero Edition
(DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL TIMER STARTS)

Get into a group of 4 and assign the following roles:

- Product Owner (1)
- Developers/Drawers (3)

Directions:

- **1 minute** for the Product Owner to get familiar with story and acceptance criteria on reverse side
- **2 minutes** for Product Owner to present the story and group to discuss development/drawing activities
- **6 minutes** for drawing
  - Each Developer/Drawer will work individually and on a separate section of paper
  - Developers/drawers **cannot** view work being done by other developers/drawers
  - Product Owner **cannot** interact with developer/drawers
  - As the development/drawing time comes to an end, the developers/drawers must compile (i.e. tape together) the picture for review and acceptance by the Product Owner.
- **1 minute** for Product Owner to review, request updates if necessary, and determine whether the picture can be considered done according to the details of the story and acceptance criteria.
  - If updates are requested by the Product Owner, the portion(s) requiring updates must be completed by same developer/drawer

[Image of a superhero]

[Link: dojo.target.com]
Super Story

As a superhero super fan

I want a picture of a one-of-a-kind superhero

So that I can show it off and impress my family and friends

Out of this World Acceptance Criteria

- Picture hand-drawn
- Full body portrayed
- Distinctive logo/symbol
- At least, 3 super articles of clothing (e.g. cape, mask, etc.)
- At least, 2 distinguishable super skills/abilities/equipment (e.g. flight, enhanced sense, advanced technology, etc.)